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1. Introduction
1.1. Overview of Approach
Cash Market Margining (CMM) is a ‘principal to principal’ margin between ASX Clear (ASXCL) and the Clearing Participant
(CP) to ensure that in the event of a default of CP, ASXCL can close out the CP’s novated obligations with minimal impact
on the rest of the market.
The margining approach is based primarily on a Historic Simulation Value at Risk (HSVaR) to calculate the potential losses
to ASXCL in the event that the Central Counterparties (CCP) has to close out a defaulting CP’s unsettled novated
transactions in normal market conditions. The objective on this approach is to:

•

enhance the risk management controls of ASXCL and therefore further reduce systemic risk in an increasingly
complex Australian cash market environment;

•

align with the RBA’s stance as outlined in the ASIC/RBA “Review of Participation Requirements in Central
Counterparties” and in subsequent RBA Annual Assessments of ASX’s CCPs’ compliance with the Financial
Stability Standards; and

•

demonstrate ASXCL’s practices to be international best practice.

2. Model Specification
2.1. Margin Calculation Overview
Margin obligations are calculated for each Clearing Participant (CP), with the calculation based on a CP’s net novated
settlement obligation across the T+2 settlement cycle1. At a high level, the Cash Market Margining Model (CMM)
consists of two components:

•

•

Risk Margin; made up of two elements:
o Historic VaR (HsVaR) Calculation for securities that meet the liquidity requirements set by ASX Clear
(ASXCL)
o Flat Rate Component for Warrant, Interest Rate Securities and less liquid equities
Mark-to-Market (MTM)
o Revaluation of a CP’s outstanding novated settlement obligation to the current value as at close of
business.

Details of how to identify which securities undergo which element of the calculation can be found in 4.2. Security Level
Parameters Report of this document.
The nature of the T+2 settlement cycle is such that there is often significant and rapid change to unsettled novated
transactions, due to either new trades or the completion of settlement in the daily CHESS batch. In light of the liquidity
concerns raised during consultation, the CMM model will produce two numbers.

1

Please note that any settlements outside the normal T+2 settlement cycle, such as deferred settlements, will be included in the Cash Market Margining
model calculation
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The first number will be a margin calculation based on all outstanding novated settlements at the time, with the second
margin calculation excluding any settlements due to settle on the following business day (this second calculation will be
referred to as Assumed Settlement). The final amount payable to ASXCL will be the higher of the two calculations.

2.2. CMM Model Structure
Figure 1 shows the high level structure of the CMM model risk calculation.
Figure 1: High level structure of the CMM model risk calculation for each Clearing Participant

Risk Margin (Total) = Risk Margin (flat rate) + Portfolio Add On * Risk Margin
(historical simulation)

CMM Participant Total = MTM + Risk Margin (Total)

2.2.1 Mark-to-Market
The Mark-to-Market (MTM) represents the unrealised profits or losses for a given portfolio of securities and is calculated
by taking the difference between the original net settlement obligation and the re-valuation based on end of day
settlement prices. MTM is calculated for securities under both HSVaR and Flat Rate calculation models, except the
securities with the Risk Configuration Group of Interest Rate (RCG 36) and Default (RCG 37). The details of the Risk
Configuration Group and the associated securities can be found in report Security Level Parameters Report Favourable
MTM movements in the CMM model will be reported as negative numbers, offsetting a CP’s total cash market margin
obligation.
2.2.2 Risk Margin
2.2.2.1 HSVaR Parameter
The HSVaR component estimates the potential future move in value from the model reporting date that ASXCL could face
when closing out positions in the event of a default. The HSVaR methodology determines a CP’s margin requirement by
estimating the potential future loss of a portfolio under a range of historical scenarios over a five year lookback by
calculating hypothetical changes in the value of a portfolio of securities, using 2-day historical price moves, within a 99.7%
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confidence interval. Only securities with continuous price histories, that are also constituents of the S&P/ASX All
Ordinaries Index and therefore highly liquid, are included in the HSVaR calculation. The security details can be found in
Security Level Parameters Report. The HSVaR is a dynamic calculation, taking into account a moving period of price
returns.
HSVaR is calculated on two separate margin groups: securities in the S&P/ASX200 and remaining 300 securities in the
S&P/All Ordinaries Index. The HSVaR model uses the following assumptions and parameters:

•
•
•

Historical simulation is performed across a five year lookback of 1260 days;
Returns are calculated under a two day Margin Period of Risk (MPOR);
HSVaR contributions are aggregated for the two groups, Top 200 and Next 300, to determine the total HSVaR
contribution for the CP.

2.2.2.2 Flat Rate Parameter
The Flat Rate methodology estimates ASXCL’s potential future profit or loss incurred when closing out the CPs positions
in the event of a default by grouping securities with similar risk characteristics and determining a flat rate based on the
distribution of all prices returns for the constituents of that group. The same “group” flat rate to each constituent. Unlike
HsVaR, which factors co-movements and implicit correlations when determining the margin for a given group of
securities, the flat rate approach is more conservative as it does not recognise diversification i.e. the flat rate margins in
this group ignore any portfolio effect which generally results in higher levels of margins at a portfolio level.
The flat rate methodology is applied to three separate margin groups:

•
•
•

Securities in Top 200 with insufficient price histories, calculated for a distribution of returns (available price
information) based on a 2 day MPOR targeting a 99.7% confidence interval.
Securities in next 300 with insufficient price histories, calculated for a distribution of returns (available price
information) based on a 2 day MPOR targeting a 99.7% confidence interval.
Securities outside the Top 500 (including ETFs), interest rate securities and warrants, based on a 3 day MPOR
targeting a 95% confidence interval.

For Securities in Top 200 and Next 300 with insufficient price histories:
These securities are typically new listings with shorter price histories than the securities in the HsVaR model (with a
minimum of 1260 historical prices). When the security has a sufficient price history, it is included in the HsVaR model for
margining.
For Securities outside Top 500 (including ETFs), interest rate securities and warrants:
Equities are grouped into different price groups based on their closing prices. The flat rate margin for each price group
targets a 95% confidence interval over a 3‐day MPOR. Warrants are grouped by warrant type (e.g. puts/ calls) and all
interest rate securities fall into one group. Each security in the group is then assigned the corresponding flat rate margin
from the price group. This group of securities outside the Top 500, represents the majority of the margin held under the
flat rate approach.
Flat rates are static and only change when the model is reviewed quarterly (or when market conditions fluctuate
significantly). Flat rates are applied to either the net novated settlement obligation or the current value of the novated
settlement obligation (whichever is largest) for individual security and all security level flat rate contributions are
aggregated to determine the total flat rate margin for each CP.
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ASX also applies flat rate floors. The key assumption underlying the setting of the flat rate floors is that a single
instrument should be floored at a level that represents movements that could occur in normal markets given security
specific risks associated with a single name issuer. The floor deals with pro‐cyclicality in low volatility or low trading
instruments that otherwise might have lower statistical volatility than otherwise would be prudent.
2.3. General Model Inputs
General model inputs cover three areas:

•
•
•

Positions – Cash market transactions representing outstanding net novated settlement obligations;
Parameters – Consisting of both security level and market level model parameters; and
Prices – As Cash Market Margining Phase 1 calculates margin obligations at close of business, close of business
prices are used.

2.3.1. Positions
The model requires as inputs, for each CP, their novated settlement obligations, netted according to the following
criteria:

•
•
•

By security (using the published ASX Code)
By settlement date
By novated buys or sells (i.e. all novated long positions will be netted together (units > 0), and all novated short
positions will be netted together (units < 0)

The positions are taken as a snapshot at the time that the CMM model is run. For Phase 1, this will be at close of
business.
2.3.2. Parameters
2.3.2.1 Market Level Model Parameters
The CMM model provides a method of applying parameter values to different groups of securities based on their risk
characteristics. These groups represent different segments of the cash market as a whole and are referred to by ASXCL
as Risk Configuration Groups (RCGs).
Each RCG will have associated with it the fields described below in Table 1. RCG parameters will be reported on a daily
basis, with the reports available through ASX Online.
Table 1: Risk Configuration Group Parameters
Name

Description

Permitted Values

Example

Market Date

Date of the margin calculation

DD/MM/YY

27/09/2021

RCG ID

Unique ID of the risk configuration group

System generated

RCG 28
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Risk
Configuration
Group

Title description of the group of securities being
margined

Alphanumeric.

ASX 200 HSVaR

Risk Margin
Indicator

Indicates whether security is HSVaR or Flat
Rate

HSVaR, FR1

HSVaR or FR1

Mark-to-Market
Price

Indicates whether the security needs to go through
“CLOSING” or NULL.
the mark-to-market module of the CMM model or not.

CLOSING

Where Mark-to-Market (MTM) price = Closing, MTM
will be calculated for the specified group of securities

Margin Group ID

Where the Risk Margin Indicator is set to HSVaR, the
security will have a portfolio add on factor applied,
with each Margin Group ID mapping to a unique
portfolio add-on value.
Note: Where a security Risk Margin Indicator is set to
flat rate, no portfolio add-on factor is applied.

Alphanumeric

MG1; MG2

Time Horizon

The number of historical days to be included in the
distribution of portfolio returns for the HSVaR
calculation.

Number greater than 0.

1260

Confidence
Interval

Percentile value used to calculated the HsVaR
contribution for the given time horizon.

Decimal equivalent of a
percentage.

0.997

Holding Period

Number of days used in calculating returns for HSVaR.

Decimal greater than 0.

2

Portfolio Add-On Amount that the calculated HSVaR margin component
is to be multiplied by to account for statistical
uncertainty

Number greater than
zero.

1.0

Flat Rate

Fractional equivalent of a
percentage. Must be
between 0 and 1.

0.29

Percentage applied for flat rate calculations (if Risk
Margin Indicator = FR1).

An example of the initial RCG parameters at the launch of CMM Phase 1 is provided in Appendix 3. These parameters
will be amended form time to time at the discretion of ASXCL.
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2.3.2.2 Security Level Parameters
Securities will have assigned a Risk Margin Indicator property to indicate which risk margin calculation they will undergo.
Depending on these properties, other accompanying values might be set. These properties are summarised in Table 2
below.
Table 2: Security Parameters
Name

Description

ASX Code

Unique identifier of the security.

RCG ID

Risk Configuration Group ID that the security belongs to

Risk Margin
Indicator

States whether the flat rate or HSVaR applies. If this is set to HSVaR for a security, any
positions associated with this security will undergo the HSVaR calculation.

Note: Some Risk Configuration Group parameters will be reported in both Market Level and Security Level Parameter
reports to provide flexibility to Clearing Participants when building inhouse systems to reconcile CMM margin obligations
2.3.3. Prices
Daily close of business prices are used in each component of the CMM model. For securities that qualify for the HsVaR
component, 5-years (1260 days) daily closing prices are required (this time horizon is a configurable parameter and may
be subject to change). For the flat rate and MTM components, the most current close of business price is required.
Close of business prices that were used in the HsVaR calculation will be provided in a CSV file accessible through ASX
Online.
2.4. Algorithm
2.4.1. Calculating Model Output: CMMPARTICIPANT
This section details the steps in the calculation of the final CMM obligation. This is a top-down approach, starting with
the final CMM margin calculation for a Clearing Participant (CP), and then working down through to the first step in the
calculations performed at the security level.
Assumed Settlement uses the same calculation, however the basis of the calculation excludes any exposures which are
due to settle on the following business day. The final amount payable will be the maximum amount calculated using
either all outstanding net novated settlements or assumed settlement.
CMMPARTICIPANT = MAX [ CMMPARTICIPANT(SD1+), CMMPARTICIPANT(SD2+) ]
Where SD1+ includes the net novated cash market transaction arising from settlement days 1, 2, 3 and 4 and SD 2+ includes
the net novated cash market transactions over settlement days 2, 3 and 4
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2.4.2. Calculating CMMPARTICIPANT(CPx)
For a given Clearing Participant, CPx, CMMParticipant is defined as follows:
CMMPARTICIPANT(CPx) = MTMPARTICIPANT(CPx) + HSVaRPARTICIPANT(CPx) + FLAT RATEPARTICIPANT(CPx)
Note: The portfolio names HSVaRPARTICIPANT and FLAT RATEPARTICIPANT are used here to identify the subsets of cash market
transactions attracting risk margin through either the HSVaR calculation or flat rate calculation.

2.4.3. Calculating MTMPARTICIPANT(CPx)
𝑴𝑻𝑴𝑷𝑨𝑹𝑻𝑰𝑪𝑰𝑷𝑨𝑵𝑻 (𝑪𝑷𝒙) = ∑ 𝑴𝑻𝑴𝑨𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑼𝑵𝑻 (𝑪𝑷𝒙)
MTMACCOUNT represents the MTM calculated for each account associated with the CP2.

2.4.4. Calculating MTMACCOUNT(CPx)
𝑴𝑻𝑴𝑨𝑪𝑪𝑶𝑼𝑵𝑻 (𝑪𝑷𝒙) = ∑𝒏𝒑𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏= 𝟏 𝑴𝑻𝑴𝑷𝑶𝑺𝑰𝑻𝑰𝑶𝑵
Calculated for all securities with the MTM flag set to “Closing”.
2.4.5. Calculating MTMPOSITION
The Mark-to-Market value of a position in a particular security is the difference between its current value of the netted
cash market transactions and the original net novated settlement obligation. This is calculated as follows:

MTMPOSITION = (PriceSECURITY × UnitsPOSITION × -1) - NSOPOSITION

Where:

•
•
•
•

SECURITY is the security in which the participant has taken a position (e.g. BHP),
Price is the most current close of business price for that security,
Units is the net number of units outstanding in the current net novated settlement obligation,
NSO is the dollar value of the net novated settlement obligation in that security.

2

CMM Phase 1 will treat all positions as House account positions. Under later phases of the initiative ASX may seek to extend this to facilitate either client
omnibus or segregated reporting.
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2.4.6. Calculating HSVaRPARTICIPANT(x)
The HSVaR of the participant is equal to the sum of the HSVaR across all positions in associated CP accounts.

𝑯𝑺𝑽𝒂𝑹𝑷𝑨𝑹𝑻𝑰𝑪𝑰𝑷𝑨𝑵𝑻 (𝑪𝑷𝒙) = ∑𝒂𝒄𝒄[ 𝑯𝑺𝑽𝒂𝑹𝒂𝒄𝒄 (𝑪𝑷𝒙)]

where acc = house and client omnibus account.

2.4.7. Calculating HSVaR acc(CPx)
The total set of cash market transactions in each account will only have a subset of securities that meet the
HsVaR eligibility criteria. The securities that qualify for the HsVaR component have an associated Risk Margin Indicator of
“HsVaR”. For each account controlled by the CP, the risk margin arising from this HSVaR portion of the portfolio is
calculated as follows:
𝑵

𝑯𝑺𝑽𝒂𝑹 𝒂𝒄𝒄 (𝑪𝑷𝒙) = ∑𝒊=𝟏 𝑨𝒅𝒅 𝑶𝒏 𝑭𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒐𝒓𝐢 × (𝑯𝑺𝑽𝒂𝑹𝑴𝑨𝑹𝑮𝑰𝑵 𝑮𝑹𝑶𝑼𝑷 )𝐢
where i is the i-th margin group and N is the total number of margin groups. Each HSVaR margin group is allocated a
unique add-on factor represented by the term Add-On Factori in the calculation above.
2.4.8. Calculating HSVaR MARGIN GROUP
As opposed to MTM and FR calculations, VaR is calculated on a portfolio of securities. A portfolio will consist of cash
market transactions in securities that belong to the same margin group.
Currently there are two margin groups. The first (MG1) calculates HsVaR contributions on securities in the S&P/ASX 200
index, while the second margin group performs the HsVaR calculation on the remaining securities in the S&P/All
Ordinaries index. Any extension of these margin groups will be notified to Clearing Participants through and ASXCL
market notice.
To calculate the HSVaR contributions, the following steps are required:
Step 1
For each security eligible for the HsVaR calculation, a valid price history is required. The number of prices required
historically will depend on the time horizon associated with each margin group. The initial time horizon for each margin
group is 1260 days (5-years). Each day in the required time horizon will have a close of business price for each HsVaR
security.
Step 2
Calculate the net number of units per security by adding together the traded units in each security for all settlement
dates (transactions in the same security but for different settlement days are netted together into a single number of net
traded units. Assumed settlement excludes any units due to settle on the following business day).
Step 3
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Calculate simple historical returns for each security for each day using the provided price history.
𝑯𝒊𝒔𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒂𝒍 𝑷𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆 𝑹𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏 =

𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒑𝒓𝒊𝒄𝒆𝒅𝒂𝒚 𝒅 − 𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒑𝒊𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒅𝒂𝒚 (𝒅−𝒚)
× −𝟏
𝑪𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒑𝒊𝒓𝒄𝒆𝒅𝒂𝒚 (𝒅−𝒚)

Where d = close of business date for which a return is sought and y is the holding period assumption. For example, if the
holding period assumption is 2 days then use d – 2. If no holding period has been set, it shall default to 1.
Step 4
Multiply each historical price return by the current price and current units (from Step 2) of the security that the return
relates to.
Step 5
For each close of business day in the price history, add together the total dollar historical returns across all securities as
calculated in Step 4.
Step 6
Take the nth Percentile value, where n is the Confidence Interval specified for the relevant margin group.
An example of the HSVaR contribution for a set of positions is provided in Appendix 2.
2.4.9. Calculating FLAT RATEPARTICIPANT(CPx)
For each house or client omnibus account, Flat RateParticipant is calculated for all securities that failed the HsVaR eligibility
criteria. These securities will have a Risk Margin Indicator set to FR1.
𝑭𝑳𝑨𝑻 𝑹𝑨𝑻𝑬𝑷𝑨𝑹𝑻𝑰𝑪𝑰𝑷𝑨𝑵𝑻 (𝑪𝑷𝒙) = ∑𝒂𝒄𝒄[𝑭𝑳𝑨𝑻 𝑹𝑨𝑻𝑬𝒂𝒄𝒄 (𝑪𝑷𝒙) ]
where acc = house or client omnibus account.
2.4.10. Calculating FLAT RATE acc(CPx)
The FLAT RATE acc(CPx) is equal to the sum of flat rates calculated across all securities arising from cash market
transactions in securities with a Risk Margin Indicator set to FR1.

𝑭𝑳𝑨𝑻 𝑹𝑨𝑻𝑬 𝒂𝒄𝒄 (𝑪𝑷𝒙) = ∑𝑺𝑬𝑪𝑼𝑹𝑰𝑻𝒀 𝑭𝑳𝑨𝑻 𝑹𝑨𝑻𝑬𝑺𝑬𝑪𝑼𝑹𝑰𝑻𝒀
2.4.11. Calculating FLAT RATESECURITY
This method is used to determine a pre-set margin percentage per security.
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For each security attracting a flat rate calculation but having no mark-to-market component3 (i.e. the securities with the
Risk Configuration Group of Interest Rate (RCG 36) and Default (RCG 37)), the total margin obligation generated by flat
rates and arising from any net buy (long) transactions is to be no greater than the associated net novated settlement
obligation.
For each security allocated a Risk Margin Indicator of FR1, FLAT RATESECURITY is calculated as follows:

a) MIN [ ABS(NSO), Units × Price × FR% ]; Units > 0, MtM Flag = N/A
FLAT RATESECURITY =

b) MAX [ ABS(NSO), ABS(Units) × Price ] × FR%; Units <= 0, MtM Flag = N/A
c) ABS(Units) × Price × FR%; MtM Flag = Closing

Where:

•
•
•
•
•

Price = current close of business price for the security;
Units is the number of securities in the net buy (long) or sell (short) cash market transaction for each security;
NSO is the dollar amount of the net novated settlement obligation for the security;
MtM Flag is the value of the Real Risk MTM Price indicator for the security, and
FR% is the applicable flat rate per cent for the security.

3

Mark-to-Market (MTM) component will be set to N/A when zero price is found. In other words, when the zero price is not caused by the economic valuation (i.e.
stock delisting), MTM margin will not be applied. The Flat Rate margin will be then calculated in method a) or b).
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3. ASX Online User Access
Users are able to access Phase 1 reporting for CMM via the ASX Online Market Information portal at
http://www.asxonline.com.au or https://www.asxonline.com/Marketinfo/Login using valid login credentials. Initially,
each user will have to identify a primary ASX Online user associated with the CMM initiative, who will act as the account
administrator. Credentials are provided by ASX and if additional assistance is required while trying to login, please
contact Market Information via the following email: marketdata.admin@asx.com.au.
Subsequent to receiving login credentials, users will be able to manually download required reports, or automatically
download reports using the ASX supported Java application. Users running an in-house application to calculate CMM
Obligations are able to use the available files, and process according to the model specifications provided in previous
sections of this document.

Manual Browsing Access
Users will be able to access reports through the following URL - https://www.asxonline.com/Marketinfo/Login
Once logged on, a folder for each subscribed product will be displayed on the left; this may include a range of market
data products as well as the Cash Market Margining files. Users can either have the CMM product added to an existing
ASX Online Market Information account or have a dedicated account created.
The top level folder contains the file for the current day, and the subfolder entitled “History” contains files for the
previous 5 business days. Clicking the files presents the user with a choice to either download the file or open it in an
associated application (i.e. MS Excel for XLS or CSV files, and Adobe Acrobat Reader for PDF files).

Automatic Data Access (for downloading)
Users of this service can automatically download the CMM Phase 1 reporting files using the java application available on
ASX Online. Supporting documentation on how this can be done is available through:
https://www.asxonline.com/marketinfo/help.shtm#a3.

•
•

Connection details need to be added to the configuration file, entitled ami.ini
Products to be downloaded, as well as the destination all files are to be downloaded to, need to be added to the
file entitled products.ini

•

The java app may then be scheduled to run at any time.

Once a new file becomes available on the site it will be downloaded to the location stipulated in the products.ini file.
Users looking to download the CMM files should schedule the java app to run at the following time(s): 10.30pm
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4. Reporting Specification
These below specified reports will provide information pertaining to the model parameter inputs, security parameter
inputs, position information and pricing used by ASXCL to calculate cash market margin obligations. In addition to this,
headline reports are provided to assist in identifying key drivers of margin obligations. All reports made available
represent margin obligations calculated at close of business.
The following reports will assist CPs in reconciling their own CMM Obligation:

•
•
•
•

4.1 Market Level Model Parameters
4.2 Security Level Parameters
4.3 Novated Cash Market Net Settlement Obligations
4.4 HsVaR Prices

The remaining reports listed below, will aid in identification of key portfolio drivers and provide time series snapshots of
margin obligations:

•
•
•

4.5 Monthly Margins
4.6 Daily Margins
4.7 Change in Top 10 Security Margin Contributions

Margin Requirement Drivers
1.

Portfolio Size
Size of gross settlement affects the value of risk margin. Increases in the gross settlement are historically a result
of:
 Increased trading
 Trading in securities that are in deferred settlement

2.

Portfolio Composition
Portfolio composition affects the risk margin methodology.
 Shift from equity concentration in ASX 200 index to stocks outside ASX All Ord’s.
 Portfolio-wide buys/sells e.g. arbitrage activity or portfolio rebalancing.
 Increased volatility in equity prices directly affects the MTM component of the Cash Market Margining figures.

3.

Model Parameters
Changes to the model parameters driven by a change in market conditions, typically associated with higher
volatility. Changes will be made to:
 Flat rate percentage based on historic volatility
 Close out assumptions (Holding period), currently at 1 day for liquid products and 3 days for remaining
securities.
 Confidence level, i.e. static parameter currently at 99.7% for securities in the ASX 200 and Next 300.

4.1. Market Level Model Parameters
This report identifies the current Risk Configuration Groups (RCGs) and associated parameters set by ASXCL. This report
will be used by CP’s and BOSP’s to understand the values attached to each RCG.
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As these settings apply for all clearing participants, this will be made available through an ASX Online folder which all
users will have access to.
4.1.1. General Description
Short Report Name

CMM Market Level Model Parameters

Recipients

Clearing Participants, Back-Office Service Providers

Format

CSV

4.1.2. Data
Field Name

Format

Example

Market Date

Date

The market date for which the parameters apply.

Risk Configuration Group
ID

Text

RCG 28, RCG 677

Risk Configuration Group

Alphanumeric

ASX 200 - HSVAR, Non - Flat <=0.050. This is the descriptor for the Risk
Configuration Group.

Risk Margin Indicator

Text

HsVaR; FR1

Marked-To-Market Price

Text

Closing; N/A

Time Horizon

Numeric

The number of historical days to be included in the distribution of
portfolio returns.

Confidence Interval

Decimal

0.997

Holding Period

Numeric

2; N/A The number of days used in the HsVaR returns calculation N/A if it
is security under Flat Rate calculation.

Portfolio Add-On

Alphanumeric

1.0; 1.5; N/A

Flat Rate

Alphanumeric

N/A, 0.19. N/A if HSVaR security, otherwise a decimal if it is a Flat Rate
security
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4.1.3. Example

4.2. Security Level Parameters Report
This report provides a summary of the parameters applied to each security being margined under cash market
margining. This report will be primarily used by CPs and BOSPs to understand the allocation of securities to the various
Risk Configuration Groups.
As these settings apply for all clearing participants, this will be a generic market wide report.
4.2.1. General Description
Short Report Name

CMM Security Level Parameters Report

Recipients

Clearing Participants, Back-Office Service Providers

Format

CSV

4.2.2. Data
Field Name

Format

Example

Market Date

Date

27/09/2021. The market date for which the parameters apply.

ASX Code

Text

BHP: The security code of the security

Product Type

Text

CASHEQ, CASHIR, CASHWR: The product group that the security belongs
to.

Risk Configuration Group ID

Text

RCG 28; RCG 677

Risk Configuration Group

Alphanumeric

ASX 200 - HSVAR: The description of the RCG that the security belongs to.
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Risk Margin Indicator

Text

HSVaR, FR: Denotes which risk margin calculation a security will undergo

Marked to Market Price

Text

Closing, N/A; Denotes whether a security will undergo the MTM
Calculation. Any security with a Marked to Market Price = ‘Closing’ will
have MTM contributions calculated

Time Horizon

Numeric

1260; Number of historical close of business prices required for the
security if it undergoes the HsVaR risk margin calculation

Confidence Interval

Decimal

0.997; The confidence interval parameter that applies to the RCG the
security belongs to

Holding Period

Numeric

2; Refers to the number of days used in the returns calculation

Portfolio Add-on

Decimal

1.0, 1.5, N/A; The portfolio add on applied to the margin group the
security belongs to

Flat Rate %

Numeric

N/A, 0.29; The flat rate per cent to be applied if the security undergoes
the flat rate risk margin calculation

4.2.3. Example

4.3. Novated Cash Market Net Settlement Obligations
This report provides CPs with their net novated settlement obligations, broken down to the ASX Code and Settlement
date. Net novated settlement obligations form the basis of the CMM calculation.
This report will be used by CPs in reconciling cash market obligations as well as in conducting internal analysis.
4.3.1. General Description
Short Report Name

CMM Novated Cash Market Net Settlement Obligations Report

Recipients

Clearing Participants, Back-Office Service Providers

Format

CSV
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4.3.2. Data
Field Name

Format

Example

ASX Code

Text

BHP; The security code.

Risk Configuration Text
Group Name

ASX 200 - HSVAR: The description of the RCG that the security belongs to.

Novated Net
Settlement
Obligation

Numeric

-12000.00, 34579.50; Total dollar value for each settlement obligation by ASX code

Units

Numeric

and settlement date.
Note: negative settlement values indicate that the CP is delivering funds, positive
indicates that the CP is receiving funds.
1000000, -300; Total number of units for each settlement obligation by ASX code
and settlement date.
Note: negative values represent that the CP is delivering units, positive indicates that
the CP is receiving units

Settlement Bucket Alphanumeric

SD1, SD2, SD3, DEFERRED; Represents the transactions position in the T+3
settlement cycle. SD Deferred includes anything that is due to settle outside the T+3
settlement cycle.
SD1, represents the next settlement day.

Settlement Date

Date

29/09/2021: The date on which the securities are scheduled to settle.

4.3.3. Example

4.4. HsVaR Prices
This report will provide a list of the historical prices used as input in the HsVaR calculation. This report can be used by
CPs to reconcile the HSVaR component of their cash market margin obligation.
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4.4.1. General Description
Short Report Name

CMM Historical Security Prices Report

Recipients

Clearing Participants, Back-Office Service Providers

Format

CSV

4.4.2. Data
Field Name

Format

Example

Date

Date

27/09/2021; Date of the close of business price.

ASX Code

Text

BHP, NAB; The security code for which the price is being supplied.

Price Field

Numeric

36.60, 27.09; The close of business price for each ASX code

4.4.3. Example

4.5. Monthly Margins Report
The purpose of this report is to show cash market margin obligations on a daily basis over a one month period. The
report will provide margin contributions broken down by the various Risk Configuration Group types4.

4

RCG Types represent a collection of like RCGs i.e. all securities that have an individual flat rate have been grouped into one RCG Type; Individual Security Flat
Rates
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The report will allow users to become familiar with their margining profile as well as to allow them to undertake a trend
analysis of their own margin figures. Each Clearing Participant will be provided with their own confidential report each
month.
4.5.1. General Description
Short Report Name

CMM Monthly Margins Report

Recipients

Clearing Participants, Back-Office Service Providers

Format

CSV

4.5.2. Data
Field Name

Format

Example

Market Date

Date

01/07/2021; The date of the individual business day in the month of the report.

Clearing Participant

Text

XYZ Limited; The name of the Clearing Participant for which the report applies.

Cash Market Obligation
($)

Numeric

309,560,759

Assumed Settlement Flag

Text

Y, N; This is an indication of whether the Cash Market Obligation is a result of
assumed settlement (Yes) or not (No).

Novated Net Settlement
Obligation ($)

Numeric

921,554,875; The Outstanding net Novated Settlement Amount for the Clearing
Participant for that date in the month.
Note: If CMM Obligations are as a result of assumed settlement, settlement
amounts shown exclude the value of any SD1 transactions.
Negative settlement amounts indicate that a CP is delivering funds.
Positive amounts indicate the CP is receiving funds.

MTM ($)

Numeric

7,985,554; Represents the MTM contribution on each business day.

ASX 200 ($)

Numeric

132,478, 411; Represents the margin contribution from those securities in the
S&P/ASX 200 index that have met the eligibility criteria for the HsVaR
component.

Next 300 ($)

Numeric

132,478, 411; Represents the margin contribution for the remaining securities
in the S&P/All Ordinaries index that have met the eligibility criteria for the
HsVaR component.
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Individual Security Flat
Rates ($)

Numeric

1,841,013; Represents the flat rate contribution for all securities that have
been assigned to an individual RCG.
Note: Securities are generally assigned an individual flat rate if they are part of
either the S&P/ASX 200 or S&P/All Ordinaries index but do not meet the
eligibility criteria for the HsVaR component of the CMM model.

Warrants ($)

Numeric

16,094,825; represents the flat rate contributions for all warrant products.

Security Interest Rate ($)

Numeric

16,094,825; Represent the margin contribution for all Interest Rate security
products.

Non All Ords <=10c Flat
Rate Contribution ($)

Numeric

124,727,197; Represents the margin contributions for all securities outside the
S&P/All Ordinaries index that have a close of business price <= 10c.

Non All-Ords >10c Flat
Rate Contribution($)

Numeric

124,727,197; Represents the margin contribution for all securities outside the
S&P/All Ordinaries index that have a close of business price >10c.

4.5.3. Example

4.6. Daily Margins Report
This report will provide a breakdown of margins by each Risk Configuration Group (RCG) type. The report will also
provide a three-day window of margin contributions for each RCG type. This report will mainly assist CPs in
understanding their current margin contribution breakdown by RCG type.
4.6.1. General Description
Short Report Name

CMM Daily Margins Report

Recipients

Clearing Participants, Back-Office Service Providers

Format

PDF

4.6.2. Data
Field Name
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Clearing Participant

Text

XYZ Limited; The name of the Clearing Participant for which the report
applies.

Date

Date

27/09/2021; The COB date for the report.

Assumed Settlement

Text

Yes, No; This is an indication of whether the Cash Market Obligation is a
result of assumed settlement (Yes) or not (No).

Risk Configuration Group

Text

Margin Requirement broken down by Risk Configuration Group type.

HSVaR

Numeric

249,745, 0; Represents the HsVaR risk margin contribution broken down
by RCG type.

Flat Rate

Numeric

50,000, 0; Represents the flat rate risk margin contribution broken down
by RCG type.

MTM

Numeric

200,390, 0; Represents the MTM contribution broken down by RCG type.

Current Day Total Margin by RCG ($) Numeric
– dd/mm/yy

300,295, 0; Represents the total margin contribution by RCG type for the
most recent business date.

Previous Day Total Margin by RCG
($) – dd/mm/yy

Numeric

90,000; Represents the total margin contribution by RCG type for the
second most recent business day.

Previous Day -1 Total Margin by RCG Numeric
($) – dd/mm/yy

90,000; represents the total margin contribution by RCG for the third
most recent business day.
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4.6.3. Example

4.7. Change in Top 10 Security Margin Contributors
Change in Top 10 Security Margin Contributors provides users with a list and graph of the ten largest security
contributions for each component of the CMM model on the most recent business day. The report will also display the
change in margin contributions for those securities over a two day window. The report will contain three tabs, the first
tab shows the top ten HSVaR security contributions, the second tab shows the top ten MTM contributions and the third
tab shows the top ten Flat Rate contributions.
This report will assist CP to quickly isolate security level drivers affecting the change in their cash market margin
obligation.
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4.7.1. General Description
Short Report Name

CMM Change in Top 10 Security Margin Contributors

Recipients

Clearing Participants

Manual/Auto

External

Format

PDF

4.7.2. Data
Page 1: HsVaR Contributions
Field Name

Format

Example

Clearing Participant

Alphanumeric XYZ Limited; The Clearing Participant for which the report applies.

Market Date

Date

27/09/2021; The business date for which the report applies.

Assumed Settlement

Text

Yes, No; This is an indication of whether the Cash Market Obligation is a result of
assumed settlement (Yes) or not (No).

Product Group

Text

CASHEQ, CASHWR, CASHIR; The Product Group that the security belongs to.

ASX Code

Text

ANZ, BHP

HSVaR Contribution
($) dd/mm/yy

Numeric

1,172,200; The HsVaR contribution by security for the specified business day.

Novated Settlement
Obligation ($)
dd/mm/yy

Numeric

– 24,366,877: The net novated settlement amount for each security on the
specified business date.
Note: If CMM obligation for a particular business day are as a result from Assumed
Settlement, then settlement amounts will exclude the value of any SD1 settlement
amounts.
Negative values indicate that a CP is to deliver funds, positive values indicate that a
CP is receiving funds.

Page 2: MTM Contributions
Field Name

Format

Example

Clearing Participant Alphanumeric

XYZ Limited; The Clearing Participant for which the report applies

Market Date

Date

27/09/2021; The business date for which the report applies.

Assumed
Settlement

Text

Yes, No; This is an indication of whether the Cash Market Obligation is a result of
assumed settlement (Yes) or not (No).

Product Group

Text

CASHEQ, CASHWR, CASHIR; The Product Group that the security belongs to.
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ASX Code

Text

ANZ, BHP

MTM Contribution
($) dd/mm/yy

Numeric

1,172,200; The MTM contribution by security for the specified business day

Novated Settlement Numeric
Obligation ($)
dd/mm/yy

– 24,366,877: The net novated settlement amount for each security on the
specified business date.
Note: If CMM obligation for a particular business day are as a result from
Assumed Settlement, then settlement amounts will exclude the value of any SD1
settlement amounts.
Negative values indicate that a CP is to deliver funds, positive values indicate
that a CP is receiving funds.

Page 3: Flat Rate Contributions
Field Name

Format

Example

Clearing Participant

Alphanumeric

XYZ Limited; The Clearing Participant for which the report applies.

Market Date

Date

27/09/2021; The business date for which the report applies.

Assumed Settlement

Text

Yes, No; This is an indication of whether the Cash Market Obligation is a result
of assumed settlement (Yes) or not (No).

Product Group

Text

CASHEQ, CASHWR, CASHIR; The Product Group that the security belongs to.

ASX Code

Text

ANZ, BHP

Flat Rate Contribution ($)
dd/mm/yy

Numeric

1,172,200; The flat rate contribution by security for the specified business day.

Novated Settlement
Obligation ($) dd/mm/yy

Numeric

– 24,366,877: The net novated settlement amount for each security on the
specified business date.
Note: If CMM obligation for a particular business day are as a result from
Assumed Settlement, then settlement amounts will exclude the value of any
SD1 settlement amounts.
Negative values indicate that a CP is to deliver funds, positive values indicate
that a CP is receiving funds.
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4.7.3. Example

4.8. CMM All Prices
The purpose of this report is to capture all closing prices used in the CMM model. The report will be provided in CSV
format and will display the current day’s price for all cash market securities, including equities, warrants, interest rate
securities and Australian Government securities.
4.8.1. General Description
Short Report Name

CMM All Prices

Recipients

Clearing Participants

Manual/Auto

External

Format

CSV
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4.8.2. Data
Field Name

Format

Example

ASX Code

Character

“ABC”; ASX code associated with the cash market security.

Market Date

Date

27/09/2021; The business date price was captured.

Closing Price

Numeric

“3.812”; Closing price used in the CMM model.

4.8.3. Example

Asx Code Market Date
Closing Price
14D
28/09/2021 0:00
0.1
1AD
28/09/2021 0:00
0.091
1AG
28/09/2021 0:00
0.035
1ST
28/09/2021 0:00
0.015
1VG
28/09/2021 0:00
0.23
29M
28/09/2021 0:00
2.36
2BE
28/09/2021 0:00
0.049
2BEO
28/09/2021 0:00
0.003
360 28/09/2021 0:00
9.03
3DA
28/09/2021 0:00
0.46
3DP
28/09/2021 0:00
0.465
3MF
28/09/2021 0:00
0.15
3PL
28/09/2021 0:00
1.24
4.9. Exercised Deals Report
As exercised option positions are only reported to CHESS the day after exercise, with an as at date of the previous
business day, this report is designed to distinguish exercised option positions that are included in the CMM model from
other cash market transactions on the day ETO positions are exercised.
This report should be used for informational purposes only as the Novated Cash Market Net Settlement Report will
contain a consolidated view of all cash market transactions (including exercised ETO positions) and should be used for
any internal reconciliation.
4.9.1. General Description
Short Report Name

Exercised Deals Report

Recipients

Clearing Participants

Manual/Auto

External

Format

CSV
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4.9.2. Data
Field Name

Format

Example

ASX Code

Character

“ABC”; ASX code associated with the cash market security.

Risk Configuration
Group

Character

“RCG 28”; Risk Configuration Group the security belongs to.

Net Novated
Settlement Obligation

Numeric

-15,625; 15,625: The net novated settlement amount associated with all
exercised transactions for a particular ASX Code.

Units

Numeric

-2,500; 2,500: The net number of units associated with all exercised
transactions for a particular ASX Code.

Settlement Bucket

Alphanumeric

SD1, SD2, SD3; Represents the transactions position in the T+3 settlement cycle.
SD1, represents the next settlement day.

Settlement Date

Date

16/09/2021: The date on which the transactions are scheduled to settle.

4.9.3. Example
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5. Appendices
5.1. Appendix 1: Definitions and Acronyms
Acronym/Term

Definition

ASXCL

ASX Clear Limited

CP

Clearing Participant

SINS

Settlement Instructions File provided by CHESS containing the outstanding settlements for each CP, by
settlement day and buy/sell position.

NSO

Net Settlement Obligations – dollar value amount payable/receivable by the CP as per the CHESS SINS
file.

CMM

Cash Market Margining - name of the project. Calculation of margin for instruments such as equities,
warrants and interest rate products.

COB

Close of business date. Historical date for which prices are sourced, used for VaR calculations.

EXIGO

In the CMM context, the payment system in which funds to cover margin obligations will be settled.

HSVaR

In the CMM context, an approach for measuring a portfolio’s potential for dollar losses by assessing what
the losses may have been, had the same portfolio been held every day for a given period of time (i.e. 5
years)

MES

Margin Engine Service specific to Cash Market Margining.

SDn

Settlement day n, where n is a number between 1 and 3 inclusive.

SDn+

Group of settlement days including day n and above.

RCG ID

Unique ID of the risk configuration group

Risk Configuration
Group

Title description of the group of securities being margined

Risk Margin Indicator

Indicates whether security is HSVaR or Flat Rate

Mark-to-Market Price

Indicates whether the security needs to go through the mark-to-market module of the CMM model or
not.
Where Mark-to-Market (MTM) price = Closing, MTM will be calculated for the specified group of
securities

Margin Group ID

Where the Risk Margin Indicator is set to HSVaR, the security will have a portfolio add-on factor applied,
with each Margin Group ID mapping to a unique portfolio add on value.
Note: Where a security Risk Margin Indicator is set to flat rate, no portfolio add-on factor is applied.

Time Horizon

The number of historical days to be included in the distribution of portfolio returns for the HSVaR
calculation.

Confidence Interval

Percentile value used to calculated the HsVaR contribution for the given time horizon.

Holding Period

Number of days used in calculating returns for HSVaR.

Portfolio Add-On

Amount that the calculated HSVaR margin component is to be multiplied by to account for statistical
uncertainty

Flat Rate

Percentage applied for flat rate calculations (if Risk Margin Indicator = FR1).
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5.2. Appendix 2: HSVaR Methodology Percentile example
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5.3. Appendix 3: Initial Risk Configuration Groups
Note: does not include all possible RCG groupings for the implementation phase (e.g. Market Cap > or Market < a certain
value, GICS Code etc.). New RCG’s may be created and/or amended from time to time, and notified to the market via a
Market Notice.

Methodology
Product
Type

Product
Grouping

Equities

ASX 200

Flat Rate
N/A (VaR)

Call/Puts
Barriers
Others
All products

Others
All products

>10%
>=10%

Other All Ord’s
(Next 300)
Other All Ord’s
(Next 300)
Non-All Ords

Non-All Ords

Interest
Rate
Products

Risk Margin Type

Historic simulation VaR based on a 2 day price
movement targeting a 99.7% confidence interval
with a portfolio add-on of 1.0.
Without 5years of Flat rate per stock based on a 2 day price
price history
movement targeting a 99.7% confidence interval
With 5 years of
Historic simulation VaR based on a 2 day price
price history
movement targeting a 99.7% confidence interval
with a portfolio add-on of 1.0.
Without 5 years of Flat rate per stock based on a 2 day price
price history
movement targeting a 99.7% confidence interval
Price >5c
One flat rate based on a 3 day price movement
targeting a 99.5% confidence interval, excluding
zero price moves.
Price <= 5c
One flat rate based on a 3 day price movement
targeting a 99.5% confidence interval, excluding
zero price moves.
Instalments
One flat rate based on a 3 day price movement
targeting a 99.5% confidence interval, excluding
zero price moves.
Call/Puts
Barriers

ASX 200

Warrants

Price History or
Price Level
Grouping
With 5 years of
price history

Instalments
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One flat rate based on a 3 day price movement
targeting a 99.5% confidence interval, excluding
zero price moves.

>= 10%
N/A (VaR)

>=10%
>=10%

Mark-toMarket
Type
Closing
Price
Closing
Price
Closing
Price
Closing
Price
Closing
Price

=50%

Closing
Price

>=10%

Closing
Price

>=10%
>=10%

None
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